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About This Game

You are a young exorcist Alonso that starts a dangerous adventure. You will face the real evil - Sargatans. A bloodthirsty and
terrible demon has challenged you, and now you need to start your own investigation by pursuing him. In "The Exorcist" you

will be scared, so much scared...
You will start a dangerous adventure and encounter the real hellspawn in the modern Italy. The game keeps the player in

suspense for a long time.
Can he defeat the devil, who took away innocent people's souls?

Can he make revenge on the terrible demon Sargatanas for spoiled human lives?
But don't forget that Sargantas is not the only demon who should be defeated!

Features:
— Unusual setting

— there are no analogues on the store
— Not a linear plot

— Your decisions are affecting the whole world
— An opportunity to be an exorcist

— A plenty of easter eggs
— Based on real exorcism stories
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I like graphic style and peaceful atmosphere of the game and locate states on the map and finding shapes was really fun.
However as a non-american, other quizzes (Capitals, Flags, Mottos and Nicknames) were not very interesting to me.. Used to be
a fun game, good with friends. Nothing special, just stupidly fun. Shame they shut down their servers, the game doesn't work at
all now. Sorry if you missed the time when it was functioning.. I keep getting these free DLCs since I bought the deluxe bundle.
Im pretty happy with them :D. Highly under rated game and so much fun. This is when Capcom was golden.. My early review of
the game sums it up like this:
PROS: Interesting story, amazing music, various options, nice map designs
CONS: Tutorial map has a bug in which you cannot heal your character despite message saying you can, cannot full screen the
game, no Mac version.
I highly recommend buying this game if you are interested in what SRPG Studio can do. This games serves as an excellent
benchmark!
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Shapes of Gray is an experience akin to Nintendo's WarioWare series of games, particularly to that series' microgames. Every
stage involves you trying to complete a task (in this case, killing every enemy on the screen) within a short amount of time
without any sort of direction. Considering that your character and most enemies die in a single hit, learning enemies' weaknesses
and how to exploit them without hurting yourself provides an interesting challenge. What sets this challenge apart from the
microgames of WarioWare is what happens if you do die. Once you lose your allotted three hearts, you have to continue either
from the beginning of the game or from the stage immediately following a boss fight. In either case, the orientation of the stages
sometimes changes, which keeps the game feeling fresh even though you are redoing stages you have already completed.

Even though I have not completed it at the time of this review, the inclusion of a "second quest" is my favorite part of the game.
Rather than simply being a more difficult version of the first quest, it includes entirely new enemies, which means new
behaviors and weaknesses to learn and exploit. It's almost like having two games in one, which is great without even taking into
consideration the game's affordability. Shapes of Gray isn't the most intense game on the market, but it is one of the most
enjoyable I have come across in recent memory, and while I can't guarantee you'll feel the same, I can guarantee that the time
spent playing won't feel like a waste.. Overall - 4\/5 : Basically, closest CS game in VR fun with both strangers and friends but
unfortunately has a few bugs that might just slightly hinder enjoyment a bit. First game I was convinced to buy after seeing
some videos of the game. Don't regret buying and wish more games where like that in terms of content creation.

Editor - 3\/5 : Basically, you can do anything you can in the UE4 editor apart from fog effects that have understandably been
removed because of performance reasons. With saying that I think David messed up the latest project files so you can't even
generate a UGC folder, it keeps saying to basically sync nothing (it uses Steamworks to manage uploading and why it says
you\u2019re playing Pavlov when you are in the editor) no folder means no upload soo yeah he really needs to get that fixed.
Would give it more since you aren\u2019t really restricted like many games.

Performance - 5\/5 : Never really had any issue performance wise apart from a few of the bugs below but that is more to do
with streaming assets in than anything. But also not like I made a config guide to improve it where possible either... >.> i totally
did, shameless plug

On-boarding\/Tutorial - 2\/5 : There is one, a really small one in the range but doesn't go into depth much. Most of the stuff I have
learned is from actually playing. Also still don't know how to set the bomb, those kinds of things could really effect the outcome of
a match

GUI\/HUD - 3\/5 : Could be worse but could be better, like for instance when a player wants to kick someone actually having a
overlay pop up onto actually how to vote.

Some bugs :
Connecting to lobby
- Hanging for like a century and either you "loosing" connection and having to restart Pavlov because like hell it would get out of it
in that time the game doesn\u2019t crash neither, also nice use of too many layers david! not like there is a leave button under the
connecting icon and you can't even click to get out of the loop or anything... Pretty annoying when this happens a few times in a
row.

- Takes like 5 years to open a map - These maps are installed locally and it feels like it takes 5 years to "load" the map, the game
dose kinda crash at this point. But maps shouldn't take this long even for a UE game. smh
Think maybe making it NOT crash might help but still.. It's good but the price should be 4.99 not 9.99 I bought it at .99 but that was
a sale otherwise quite enjoyable. Tough to deal with. Has little opportunities for things like exploration, customization, control
optimization. Like Hacknet or Hypnospace Outlaw on rails.. Great locomotive. Got it for Christmas and it runs great. The P3 horn
is odd for it but overall it is amazing!. Pros:

-This game is fun as hell.

-The art style is fitting and in my opinion enjoyable.

-The classes despite some TF2 inspiration are mostly unique in their own right and have very strategic uses.

-There is a unique death system where enemies have to drag your carcass back to their base and throw you into a scrapping
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machine before you can respawn (and run off) in order to gain points. This makes the mechanics surrounding death and gaining
points more interesting than just about any other shooter. (As well as leading to some comical situations.) I wish more games would
be inspired by this mechanic.

-There is no mouse use and the shooting functions much more like a classic shooter, which is a nice change and controls well.

Cons:

-Holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 This game has the worst netcode of anything
I have ever played. This game should have released in early access because its netcode is beyond broken. 99% of games will lead to
nonsensical disconnects in matchmaking and custom games, the 1% of games that do work will generally lead to either everyone
jumping around the map due to lag or the enemy team will quit when you are beating them.

-There are no options to party up with your friends in matchmaking. You can only play with friends in custom games which will
never work, and you will barely see any listings. The matchmaking is automated trial and error and at least succeeds some of the
time. So in short if you do download this, expect to play by yourself.

-There is no chat box anywhere. In lobbies to determine if a host is AFK and promptly yell at him for being the host of the one
game you could actually connect to, or in game to co-ordinate strategies with your team.

-You cannot invite people to games in progress. While this in a way is a good thing it means players wont fill places when someone
rage quits, or if you enter a rarely functional custom game and someone starts the moment they see another player join the other
team then too late! You're stuck playing by yourself without the friends\/anyone you planned to play with.

In Conclusion:

Extremely fun when it works with massive potential, but whoever is behind the netcode deserves to be shot. This game was not ready
for full release and they have probably killed their long term player base by releasing the game fully with the multiplayer in a
multiplayer only game in such a downright unacceptable disgusting state.

If the developer has the competence to actually fix this I would highly recommend playing the game as it can be brilliant, but so far
(10\/05\/2015) the only developer responses regarding this issue have blankly said "we're working on it" with absolutely no eta on
when the issue will be fixed with zero public announcements regarding the issue.

TL;DR: Multiplayer is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed and rarely works, nobody knows if it will ever be fixed, otherwise really
fun game, check it out if the multiplayer gets fixed.. Love the game, has the nice retro feel to it. A definate for any retro gamer..
made me add a bear to a skype call just so i can complain ♥♥♥♥ing brilliant m9 ok
ok. Well this game is bloody amazing.
Wish I knew it was out sooner, This is truly a hidden gem on Steam.

You use a basic mechanic of creating platforms that stay underneath you as long as you hold the button down.
You can walk, and the platform moves with you. But only for a short time.

You are usually given 1 or 2 that you can create after a jump ( the levels show you how many platforms you can make in mid-air)

That's just the basic, though.
There are several different types of plarforms you earn as you complete entire stages, there's a meter needing 130 crystals, once
you earn them - and beat all the levels in that stage - you can unlock a new platform, and move on to the next set of levels.

They add layers into the basic mechanic that really make you think.
Also, you collect little triangles, they usually pose a puzzle challenge in how to get them- and get away without taking damage ,
because if you get hit after grabbing one, it resets.
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There's also lightbulbs, you "surf" your platforms through, breaking them ; which causes flowers to appear higher up in the level.
That is what you need to collect in order to advance.

You can take 3 hits ( or more, depending on powerups, etc )
When you take a hit, you are sent back to the furthest checkpoint in the stage ( even if you backtrack to the bottom, and then get hit -
you are sent to the last checkpoint you reached progression-wise.)

When you exhaust all your hearts, you are sent back to thestart of the level, and lose a life - but the level remains , all the stuff you
did in it is still done , you're just missing a life, and have to re-climb up.

The visual style is simplyamazing, it's very colorful, neon, very fun to look at it all unfolding.

Absolutely recommend this to game, it is simply a gem.
. Pretty good game.

The physics are not the best, however, this is a cheap alternative to Omsi with modern buses. I started using my flight simulator
Joystick for control but realised you can activate mouse control when no controllers are connected to the computer. This mode made
the game a lot more enjoyable and made it easy to toggle between view and driving (Highly Recommend you try it). Most of the
negative comments on this game are from people that fail to read the pdf document in the installation folder giving clear steps on
how to drive.

The best feature of this sim is the ability to make your own routes but be careful as there are a few errors on the map in the pdf.
Stop 360 doesn't exist and stop 352 in the ZOB (Bus station) should be stop 452.

Overall good if you want a cheap bus sim and don't mind a few glitches.

Pro:
Route editor
Modern Buses
Large Map to explore

Cons:
Map repetitive
Passengers often freeze
Cars freeze, gridlock or sink in a few locations
Occasional crashes and glitches
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